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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that a technique of Lewy [I] for the 
analytic continuation of harmonic functions across the x-axis can be gener- 
alized to the continuation of polyharmonic functions across analytic arcs. 
A second objective is to show that a large class of boundary conditions for 
which this reflection is possible is related to and characterized by a type of 
boundary condition considered in a different context by Agmon, Douglis, and 
Nirenberg [2]. This paper also generalizes in different respects [3, 4, 5, 67 
insofar as their results pertain to the plane. More recently Sloss [7] has 
extended a different method of Lewy to continuation of biharmonic functions 
and our results show similarity to the extent they are comparable. For results 
on elliptic equations of fourth order but not of biharmonic type and other 
references see [8]. 
In Section 2 we give notation and definitions along with an outline of our 
main ideas. Section 3 contains the lemmas for the main theorem which is 
proven in Section 4. The characterization of the class of boundary conditions 
for which the method of continuation described in Section 4 is sufficient is 
given in the last section. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
For a picture of the mappings and regions described below see Fig. 1. 
The locus of points u(t) + m(t), where u and w are real analytic functions of 
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FIG. 1 
the real variable t for 1 t 1 < h will be said to define an analytic arc u, . 
It will be assumed that u(z), V(Z) are analytic for 1 a 1 < h’ < h, and that 
w = f(a) = u(z) + iv(z) is a one-to-one mapping of the region 
D, = [a 1 1 x 1 < h’] onto a region D, of the complex w-plane. Since u and v 
are analytic functions of z, f(z) is also. Becausef(s) is analytic and one to 
one, f-r(w) exists and is analytic in D,. The one-to-one property of f(z) 
implies 
-g#O for ZED,. 
/ 
It should be noted thatf-l(w) maps a segment of uw into a segment, u, of the 
real z-axis which contains the origin as an interior point. The given poly- 
harmonic function is defined in a domain D' lying on one side of a, . Assum- 
ing (D' n D,), to be simply connected, D = f -l(D' n 0,) is also, and lies 
on one side of the real z-axis. We shall deal with two additional regions of the 
complex w and z-planes; D is the mirror image of D about the real z-axis 
and D’ is f (D). We treat polyharmonic functions q4 of order N which obey 
boundary conditions of the following type on a, . Let 
i=K 
rj,(E, TV w, SE C Qij(w)5v = C Aji,(f, 7, W) for g = 1 0.. N, 
i+jSK j-0 
where the aj, are the terms of degree j. Furthermore, ci”j(w) and W(w) are 
assumed to be real on u,; the restrictions to a, of complex analytic functions 
defined in D', and continuous in D' u a,. The type of boundary conditions 
considered on a, are 
r),c44 9 a, 1 WI 4 = bw4 g = 1 ... N. (2-l) 
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We shall be concerned with the form taken by the boundary conditions (2.1) 
after a change of variables z = f-l(w). Hence, we denote by 
the boundary condition (2.1) when expressed in the variables x, y. The 
hypothesis that every polynomial P, be of the same degree K will be removed 
later. 
A set of polynomials Pg(7), g = 1 **a N are called linearly independent 
mod (T - i)N, if there does not exist a set of constants, K, , real or complex 
and not all zero such that 
j=K 
c &P,(T) = 0 mod (T - ;)N. 
g=1 
The letter N will always represent half the order of the polyharmonic 
function we are dealing with, i.e., 
AN+ = 0, 
and K will always represent the order of the highest degree terms in the 
polynomials PC . We next give a formal outline of our method of reflection. 
The idea behind our method can be seen most clearly in the special case 
when 4 is a biharmonic function defined in a connected domain D of the 
z-plane bordering on a segment, u, of the real axis. For simplicity P&f, T, z) 
and Pz are assumed homogeneous of degree K. It is well known that 4 can be 
expressed in terms of harmonic functions & , $r in the form 
d = $1 +.Yhz for ZEDUCX (2.3) 
One gets by direct calculation that 
(2.4) 
g = 1, 2. For our purposes we are only interested in the form of P,+ on o. 
On u the last term of (2.4) vanishes and we have there 
V-5) 
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The absence of the term yA,,& from Eq. (2.5) is absolutely necessary 
for the validity of certain later steps in the proof. For if this term did not 
vanish on u a certain determinant, defined later on, would be singular with 
resulting disastrous consequences. The ultimate reason for the vanishing 
of this term is the vanishing of the coefficient of +a in (2.3) for points on u. 
It is the desire to find, for arbitrary analytic arcs and polyharmonic functions, 
expressions analogous in this respect to (2.3) that motivates our lemmas 
(3.1, 3.2). 
Equations (2.5) are next reduced to a certain canonical form. When 
a,2$i are replaced everywhere they appear in (2.5) by their equivalents, 
- aV2& , the result is 
where 
&&) = Re [&,(L 6 41, IKg = Im [&,(L i, 41 (2.7) 
I 1 . E-1 7-i (2.8) 
The form of the expressions (2.7) and (2.8) plays an important part in 
Section 5. Replacing a,& in (2.6) by - a,& where #i is the harmonic con- 
jugate to & , yields the final canonical form for the boundary conditions 
+ 3 Ggrakl(+2 + +,I - C-1(4, - +,a cw 
Putting Fi(x) = &(x, 0) + z&(x, 0) and Gi = +i(~, 0) - z&(x, 0) and then 
substituting these into (2.9) gives 
+ 4 &&[af-‘F, - a:-l-‘G,]. (2.10) 
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Consider in D u u the following analytic system of ordinary differential 
equations: 
+ 3 R&,[i3f-‘F, + <-‘GJ 
d_djFi djG. 
dz dz z=. 
j = (O,..., K - 1) i= 1,2. (2.11) 
This is to be regarded as an equation for G,(z), G,(z) the functions Fl(z), 
F,(z) being known in D u a. It is derived by replacing x, Fi(x), Gi(x) and a2 
in (2.10) by z, F&z), G&) and a, , respectively. On (T, aL is to be interpreted 
as meaning differentiation in directions contained in D u 0, only. The 
important feature of (2.11) is that on u, the unique particular solution is 
Gi = Fi = +i -- i#i . Th’ is is seen by replacing Gi in (2.11) by & - i& 
and then reversing the steps from (2.11) to (2.5) which we recall is just the 
boundary condition assumed to hold by hypothesis. If the solution of (2.11) 
exists then by classical methods it is unique, analytic in D, and continuous 
in D u u. Hence, from familiar theorems in complex variables Fio(z) z e,(Z) 
is defined and analytic in D and continuous in D u CL Since Gi = +i - z& 
on e, Fjo = Fi there and, therefore, from Moreras’ theorem, must be the 
analytic continuation of Fi(z) into n. Using the fact that 4 is defined by (2.3) 
in terms of the real parts of Fi we see that our problem is solved. For 
polyharmonic functions and general analytic arcs Go, changes in the above 
procedure must be made. The central idea for the general case is to map 
D’ u a, conformally onto a one-sided neighborhood of the x-axis in the 
z-plane, and then continue + by a method like that above. When this is done 
we then map 4 back into the w-plane. 
3. LEhmm FOR SECTIONS 4 AND 5 
LEMMA 3.1. 1j 
g(w) = u(f-l(w)) - i$f-l(w)), 
then 
.&4 is analytic for WED‘~D, 
and, 
g(w) = w for WEU,. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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PROOF. Since u, v and f -l are analytic functions in the proper domains, 
(3.11) follows by using the fact that compositions of analytic functions are 
analytic. For w on a, there exists a real number, t, such that 
w = u(t) + iv(t) =f(t). (3.13) 
From the definition of g(w) and (3.13) we get 
g(w) = g( f (t)) = u(t) - iv(t) = ii. 
Throughout this paper g(w) will always be the function defined in (3.10). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let + be a solution of AN4 = 0, N > 1, in D’, 
4 E CK+tN(N-l)+PW-l)+l in D’uu,. 
Then (i) 4 can be expressed in D u (T as 
4 = Re g--l wPh(4] 
where the fj(Z) are analytic in D and of class CK in D U o; and (ii) 
A(z) = -- 2(iIm (24(a) + Im (v(z))) = 0 2 E 0. 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
PROOF. A generalization of the method of representing biharmonic 
functions in terms of harmonic functions leads to the conclusion that for 
WED’U~, 
(3.2.5) 
where fi(w) are analytic in D’ and elements of CK in D’ u a, . If the identity 
j=N-2 
[(i-i - g(w))N-1 - W-l] fNJW) = fNsl c cjq - gy-l-5 (3.2.6) 
i-0 
(Cj are the binomial coefficients) is added and subtracted inside the brackets 
of (3.2.5), then, after simplifying, one has 
4 = Re ][E - &?I”--‘fN-dw) + ‘;i; (c)‘f :(“,1 , (3.2.7) 
where the f j* are new analytic functions. Continuing this process eventually 
leads to 
i-N-1 GN-1 
(3.2.8) 
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where for convenience we have renamed the f?, fj . Notice that by (3.12) 
A(w) vanishes on oU. When we make the change of variables w =f(z) in the 
following expressions, we get 
A(w) = u! - g(w) = f(z) - U(Z) .f- iv(z) 
=- C(z) - iiqz) -- u(z) + k(z) 
= - 2(i Im [u(s)] + Im [v(s)]) = A(z) 
.fdw) r fj(ftz)) = .fj(z)- (3.2.9) 
Substituting (3.2.9) into (3.2.8) gives (3.2.3). Equation (3.2.4) follows from 
the definition of A(z) and the fact that U(Z) and w(z) are real on u. Continuity 
and analyticity properties of the fj(z) follow from the corresponding prop- 
erties of thefi(w). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 
j=K 
Q(X, Y) = c CjXjYK-j, (3.3.1) 
i=O 
4x, Y) and v-(x, y) E CK, (3.3.2) 
A(x, 0) = 0, (3.3.3) 
then on the x-axis 
a"'Q 
Q(% 3 %I [ANTI = PAN ayN x~a [I’] + (higher order derivatives of A) 
Y=6; 
. (derivatives of I/ of orders less than K - N). (3.3.4) 
PROOF. Even if (3.3.3) does not hold it can be shown, using induction [5], 
that 
+ (higher order derivatives of A) * (lower order derivatives of U), (3.3.5) 
where A, = a,A and A, = ayA, holds whenever A(x, y) and U(x, y) are 
sufficiently differentiable. Setting U = AN-lV in (3.3.5) and remembering 
that A(x, 0) and A,(x, 0) equal zero on (T, one gets there 
Cl(ANV) = A,Qy(AN-lV) + (higher order derivatives of A) 
. (lower order derivatives of AN-lV). (3.3.6) 
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Q 
Y 
= aQ(-T y> 
aY 
I . 
x=a, 
Y=a, 
Using (3.3.5) with Q = Qr and U = AN-2V on the right-hand side of (3.3.6) 
gives 
Q(AW) = (A$ QyeV + (higher order derivatives of A) 
. (lower order derivatives of Y). (3.3.7) 
Repeated use of this procedure leads to (3.3.4). None of the derivatives of 
V, in the second term on the right-hand side of (3.3.4) are of order K - N 
or higher. For consider a typical nonvanishing term. It will be of the form, 
where i, > 0 for all g and iB + j, > 1 for at least one g. Since 
one concludes p + q < K - N. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 
g=N 
A([, T, x) = c c,(x) 6N-u~g (3.4) 
g=o 
be a homogeneous polynomial with real coeficients C,(x) and also mmme 
a;+ = - a,z4, (3.4.1) 
then 
A(a, , av , X) d = (R(x) a? + I(X) a:-lav) 4 
where 
R(x) = Re [A(l, i, x)] and I(x) = Im [A(l, i, x)]. 
PROOF. One can write 
(3.4.2) 
(3.4.3) 
(3.4.4) 
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Using (3.4.1) one has 
a,%$ = (- 1)9/a (a,g) 4 
a,y = (- l)(Q--1)‘2 (as,-%,) I$ 
when g is even 
when g is odd. (3.4.5) 
Putting (3.4.5) into (3.4.4) results in 
It is also seen that 
+ (,;, c&4 (- u9-“*) 834/] 4. (3.9.6) 
,ze, C,(x) (- 1jgi2 = Re [AU, i, 41 = R(,) 
and 
1 C,(X) (- l)(g-1)/2 = Im [A(l, i, x)] E 1~~) 
godd 
Substituting these expressions into (3.4.6) completes the proof. 
The form of R and 1 given in (3.4.3) play a key role in Section 5. Observe 
that this form only results if the C, in A(t, 7, X) are assumed to be real; and 
it is for this reason only that we restrict our remarks to boundary conditions 
with real coefficients. 
4. REFLECTION OF POLYHARMONIC FUNCTIONS ACROSS ANALYTIC ARCS 
THEOREM 4. Let 
4J(% 4 satisfy 
+(u, v) be of class CK’, where 
AN+ = 0 in D’ u CT,~, , (4-l) 
K’=K++N(N-1)+2(N-l)+l in D’uu,, (4.2) 
&a 7 &I) + = h7 for w E uw and g = 1 .** N, (4.3) 
D(z) (as defined by (4.14)) does not vanish in D u CT, then + can be 
analytically continued into D’. (4.4) 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.2 4 can be expressed in the form 
(4.5) 
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for z ED u a. If we operate on both sides of Eq. (4.5) with P&az, a,) (see 
end of proof) and then make use of Lemma 3.3 the result is, for z E u 
PO(~) = Re [Nfl (A# &if,(z)] + Re [(higher order derivatives of A) 
j=O 
where 
. (derivatives of fj of order less than K - j)], (4.6) 
AY' = ai&o(x Y) 
KO 
aY5 x-az 
and A, = a&z). 
y-a, 
Inserting Fj = Re [f, Sj = Im [A], Aj = Re [(AJi], Bj = Im [(A,)j] 
into (4.6) gives, on u, 
,J~(x) = [ ~A5A$fl - Bi&;S’] + [d erivatives of S’, Fjof order < K -11. 
9-O 
(4.7) 
If Lemma 3.4 is applied to the right hand-side of (4.7) one gets 
P,(x) = Ny [Aj(R;oayF’ + I~oa,“j-la$q 
i=O 
- B*(Rkoe-‘Si + I~o~-‘-la,S*)] 
+ [derivatives of Sj, F* of orders less than K - ~1, (4.8) 
where RLo and Ii0 are the real and imaginary parts of 
respectively. 
If C&S’, a,Sj in (4.8) are replaced by --aJJj and az*, then (4.8) is changed 
to 
N-l 
c [&(&og-Q7i + Iio$---la,Fj) - @(~&og-jp - R~oa~-j-layFj)] 
+-O 
+ (derivatives of Fj of order < K - j) = P,(x). (4.9) 
As before, see (2.5) and below, we associate with the boundary conditions in 
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the canonical form given by (4.9) the analytic system of ordinary differential 
equations for the unknown functions G,(z) 
N-l 
z. {Aj[R;,(f;-' + G;-j) + iZ&,(ff-’ - GjK-‘)I 
- Bi[&,(ff--i + t-$-j) _ iR&(f~-C-j _ g-j)] 
+ (derivatives of Gj of order < K -j)} = 2P,(z) 
and the initial conditions 
(4.10) 
G;(O) =fj”(O) i = 0 . . . K-j-l, 
where Gji and fj” denote ith derivatives. 
Again the important feature of the system (4.10) is that for z E a it will 
have the particular solution 
G; =fz). (4.11) 
Because of the analyticity and continuity of the system (4.10) we can state 
if the determinant of the principal part of the system does not vanish in 
D u u then a unique solution Gj will exist and possess the properties 
Gj are analytic in D Gj are in C in D v O. (4.12a, b) 
The determinant of the principal part of the system is 
N-l 
D*(z) = D(z) fl (Aj - Bi) , 
j=D z-=2: w=o 
(4.13) 
where 
Since Aj, Bj are the real and imaginary parts of (A$ by definition, we have 
in D v 0. 
Aj - iBj = Re [(A$] - iIm [(A$] = (A# (4.15) 
Using the fact that the imaginary parts of u(z) and w(z) vanish on 0 we also 
have (see (3.2.9)) 
. df d Im [+)I 
%=- dy 
+ i d Im b441 
dr 
= + IiRe (A,) - i Im &)I, for (x, 0) E 0. (4.16) 
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. df 
% and t [Re (A,) - i Im (A,)],=, t/=0 
are analytic functions and are equal on 0, Eq. (4.16) holds throughout 
DUUUD. 
Thus from (4.15) and (4.16) 
for any point in D u u. 
Hypothesis (4.4) and Eq. (4.17) 11 a ow us to claim existence for the Gj in 
D v  u. Using Lewy’s ideas, as sketched in the introduction, we can reflect 4 
into D. Then making use of the conformal transformation f(z), + can be 
continued into the region D’ of the w-plane. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. It should be noted that in the proof we have used the reality 
of P,( ) on u in asserting P9(Re [ 1) = Re [P,( )]. When P,( ) is a complex 
operator we can write 
and use the procedure of Theorem 4 on the real operators (P, + 25,)/2 and 
i(pg - P,)/2 to obtain similar results. In Theorem 4 it was also assumed all 
the P,( ) were of the same degree K. Assuming, as we have, that 4 is of class 
CK, this restriction can be removed by simply differentiating each P,+, not 
of degree K, enough times with respect to x to bring its order up to K. This 
process does not effect the linear independence of the P,(f, 7), for the perti- 
nence of this see Section 5. It is a priori evident from (4.14) that unless at 
least one derivative of 4 with respect to y, of order > N - 1, appears 
somewhere in a boundary condition Pg(+) = pg no reflection is possible. 
5. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE POLYNOMIALS 
L&,(1, T),g = 1 . . . N, AND CONTINUATION BY THE 
METHOD OF THEOREM 4 
The connection is that the continuability, by using our previous method, 
of a function satisfying boundary conditions P, = pQ is completely equivalent 
to linear independence of the polynomials A&l, T, z), mod (7 - i)N. Before 
showing this we prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let fi(~), j = 1 *.* N be N polynomials that are linearly 
independent module (T - i)N, then 
where 
det (jig(i) # 0, g=o --- N - 1, (5.1.1) 
PROOF. I f  (5.1.1) is not true, there exists a nonzero solution Kj of the 
linear system 
B fjc,,Kj=O g=O...N- 
j = 1 . . . N. 
Using these Ki we define the nontrivial polynomial 
P E C Kjfj(T), 
i 
which by (5.1.2) satisfies 
1. (5.1.3) 
But (5.1.3) implies P(T) is divisible by (T - i)N; and this is a contradiction 
dgP - = 
dr’ 7=i 
0, g=o ’ . . . N - 
1 
(5.1.2) 
of our hypothesis. The statement made at the beginning of this section is 
verified by using the definitions of RLg , Ikg (see below (4.8)) to see 
det (R&, - iZig) = det 
( 
a’&,( 1, ‘-9 x> 
3Tj 1 * T=i 
The nonvanishing of this determinant was the crucial factor in determining 
continuation by Theorem 4. 
A condition similar to the linear independence of the P, arises in [2]; 
and it is from there that the motivation comes for considering the types of 
boundary operators we have discussed. 
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